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Introduction

he International Joint Commission has acted over the years to deal
impartially with problems of mutual concern along the frontier
shared by the United States and Canada.
In addition to reporting on all areas of activity during 1980, this
annual report of the Commission highlights the substantive role of the

IJC, with regard to the Great Lakes Basin.

Control of toxic and hazardous materials, the most urgent problem
facing the Great Lakes, was a major concern of the Commission during
1980. Recommendations to ban the production of harmful chemicals and
to identify and control the entrance of known dangerous toxic and hazardous substances into the waterways of the Basin were included in two
major reports.
The Governments of Canada and the United States are committed to
the implementation of a wide range of programs and other measures in the
Agreement to improve water quality. The most critical of these are the

control of toxic and hazardous substances and of nutrients that have given

rise to greatly accelerated eutrophication.

The Commission is scheduled to submit its rst detailed report on
toxic and hazardous materials, based in signi cant part on reports from its
International Great Lakes Water Quality and Science Advisory Boards, to
the Governments in 1981.
'
A highlight of the many problems in the Great Lakes area has been
the disposal of chemical wastes into the Niagara River where some water
quality objectives are exceeded. A special report to the Governments on
the chemical wastes in the Niagara River was planned for completion in
early 1981.
The Great Lakes, of course, are only a part of the boundary water
areas in which the Commission was active in 1980. At the end of the year,

the Commission was completing reports on two major References, water
quality of the Poplar River in the State of Montana and Province of
Saskatchewan, and ood control in the Lake Champlain/Richelieu River
area of the Province of Quebec and the States of Vermont and New York.

Reports were scheduled to be submitted to Governments in early 1981.

The IJC: How It Works
The International Joint Commission is a permanent body established
under the provisions of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909. It consists of

six Commissioners, three Canadians and three Americans. The Canadian

Commissioners are appointed by the Governor in Council while the Unit

ed States Commissioners are appointed by the President with the advice
and consent of the Senate. The Commission is directed by Canadian and
US. Co-Chairmen who serve in their positions on a full time basis while
the other Commissioners serve part-time.
The Commissioners act as a unitary. body, not as separate national

delegations or representatives of their respective governments. In so
doing they strive to arrive at common, impartial solutions which will best
serve both countries.
The International Joint Commission has a small headquarters staff in
Ottawa and Washington; there is a regional of ce in Windsor, Ontario to
assist the Commission with its responsibilities associated with the Great

Lakes Water Quality Agreement. The costs of operating the regional
of ce are divided equally between Canada and the United States, and
professional staff positions are divided equally between Canadians and
Americans.
The responsibilities of the Commission are divided into two principal
categories, as set out in the Boundary Waters Treaty.

A Georgian Bay island, Lake Huron.

The rst involves the exercise of quasi-judicial powers in approving

Applications for the use, obstruction or diversion of water on either side
of the line that would affect the natural level or ow on the other side of

the International Boundary or raise the level of transboundary rivers at the
boundary. For example, the construction of a dam in one country which
would raise water levels across the border would require the ling of an
Application for Commission approval. In granting approval, the Com
mission imposes conditions binding on both countries and private parties.
An international board of control is usually appointed by the Commission
to oversee compliance with the conditions of the approval.
The second category, that of References stems from the provision of
the Boundary Waters Treaty that either Government may refer to the

Commission any question or any matter of difference occurring along the

common frontier. In practice, such References have been transmitted by

the two Governments jointly, after consultation on the speci c terms. The
responsibility of the Commission in such cases is to investigate, to report
the facts to the two Governments,

andto make recommendations for

resolving the issue in question. Implementation of the Commission s
recommendations is at the discretion of the Governments, and is usually

exercised after bilateral consultation.

In implementing the recommendations of the Commission the
Governments have often given the Commission additional speci c responsibilities in coordinating and monitoring the actions or programs
agreed to by the Governments. The Commission s broad monitoring,
surveillance and advisory role under the terms of the 1978 Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement is one such case.
The Commission has also been given general responsibility for alerting the Governments of emerging or potential water or air pollution
problems along the boundary which have not become matters of bilateral
concern. The Commission does not undertake speci c investigations or
studies in such cases, but does advise the Governments of the need for

action when such emerging problems come to its attention through the
course of its other activities.
A third category or responsibility of the Commission under the
Boundary Waters Treaty is an arbitral responsibility. The Governments

may jointly refer any question or matter of difference to the Commission
for binding decision, rather than for report and recommendations. These

matters may embrace any subject and need not be con ned to matters

along the boundary. Such a Reference would require the consent of both

the United States and Canada. To date, the Governments have not made

use of this provision.
The Commission does not maintain a large technical staff. However,

Governments have enabled it to select and use the most experienced and
competent people in both countries on its Boards. Engineers, scientists

and others (usually from government agencies) are organized into international Boards to organize and carry out the required technical studies
and eld work, in connection with study References. Board reports are
made public and public hearings are held so that individuals, organizations and governments may comment on the reports. The Commission
then takes into account any other information it may acquire when it
prepares its own report to Governments.
The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement confers specially signi
cant responsibilities on the Commission. Under this Canada-United States
agreement, the Commission is directed to monitor implementation of the
Agreement and to advise both Governments on the adequacy of programs

speci ed in it. The Commission is assisted and advised by two inter-

national Boards established by the Agreement the Great Lakes Water
Quality Board and the Science Advisory Board.

The 500 Locks and regulatory structures at

Sault Ste. Marie serve commerce, power
production, and Lake Superior level
regulation.
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B oundary waters problems concerning both the quality of water and
its levels and ows occupied the attention of the Commission
throughout 1980.
A variety of recommendations were made to Governments under the
terms of the 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement and the preparation of a report on water quality in the Poplar River was nearing
completion.
Water levels matters dealt with such diverse concerns as the installa
tion of ice booms in the St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers, regulation of
levels throughout the Great Lakes system, studies associated with possible regulation of Lake Erie and the Richelieu River, and consideration
of a request to annul an old Order of Approval for the raising of water
levels in a river.
In its Seventh Annual Report on Great Lakes Water Quality the
Commission urged the Governments of Canada and the United States to
accelerate efforts to control and reduce toxic and hazardous substances in
the Great Lakes Basin. The report also recommended an expansion of
research and further actions to reduce the long range transport of airborne
pollutants, especially acid rain. Every possible effort should be made to
effectively control phosphorus discharges to the lakes from point and
non-point sources.
The Commission has asked Governments to provide a complete
inventory of all point source dischargers in the Basin; the great expense of
current industrial and municipal programs to both governments and in
dustry certainly justi es a complete inventory which would include substances, quantities discharged and their pollution abatement requirements.
The Commission presented its report on Pollution in the Great Lakes
Basin from Land Use Activities. This complex subject was the basis of a

Reference given to the Commission in 1972.

The Great Lakes are being polluted from land drainage sources, most
seriously from land areas of intensive agricultural and urban use. The
Commission believes that remedial measures required to deal with these
problems should be implemented within a comprehensive management

strategy.

The Commission has recommended several speci c remedial measures which should be considered within the context of the proposed
management strategy. However, their implementation need not await the
full development of this strategy.
The Commission in 1980 approved an extension for placement of the
Niagara River ice boom and set an annual opening date of no later than
April 1, providing for a later date only if in the judgment of the Commission, certain guidelines are not met.

In August, the Commission received a request from the Province of
British Columbia to rescind or annul an IJC Order of Approval granted in

1942 which authorized raising the natural level of the Skagit River at the
international boundary by raising the height of the City of Seattle s Ross
Dam. The dam is two miles south of the boundary. Part of the Skagit

Valley in British Columbia would be ooded by the raising of the dam.

As the year drew to a close, the Commission was working on nal

drafts of two reports which have occupied a great deal of the time of the
Commission over the past few years. One report deals with the regulation

of Lake Champlain and the Richelieu River while the other report con

cerns the water quality of the Poplar River. Publication and release to

Governments was slated for early in 1981.

The Commission held public hearings at Windsor, Ontario and
Buffalo, New York in November on phosphorus management strategies
for the Great Lakes Basin. The hearings followed the September release
of an IJC task force study. Following the hearings, the Commission began
drafting a report to Governments which will include recommendations on
phosphorus target loadings and the control programs necessary to achieve
them.
One of the responsibilities of the Commission is informing the public
about the activities which affect a great many citizens of both the United
States and Canada. A slide/tape show telling the story of the Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement and the work being done to clean up the lakes
was completed during the year. The 12 minute production has proved to
be very popular and a French version was being readied for distribution at
year s end.
A small booklet explaining in laymen s language the 1978 Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement also was completed and has met with a
good response. The International Joint Commission s new exhibit rst

displayed in 1979 was on the road throughout 1980 and can'ied the IJC

story to many new viewers; the exhibit was shown at the Ontario Science
Centre, the World Trade Centre in Toronto, Toronto City Halland at the

Kortright Interpretive Centre of the Metro Toronto and Region Conserva-

tion Authority.

Commission activities appear to be the subject of a growing number

of papers and several scholars were provided with reports and historical

information throughout the year. The IJC is also included in some study
courses on international relations and every effort is made to assist teach
ers and students taking part in such programs.
The term of Canadian Commissioner Bernard Beaupré expired at the
end of the year. Mr. Beaupré
hadserved as a Commissioner since
November 1969. Canadian Section Chairman Stuart Hodgson announced
that he would be leaving the Commission early in 1981 to accept a
position with the Government of British Columbia.

Zosel Dam on the Okanogan River in

Oroville, Washington, helps regulate
Osoyoos Lake levels.

THE GREAT LAKES
Since the signing of the 1972 Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement by the United States
and Canada, the Great Lakes have played an
increasingly important role in the activities of
the International Joint Commission. The 1978
Agreement, which renewed and greatly ex

panded the commitments of the Governments

to clean up the Great Lakes System, gave the
Commission, by Reference, an important role
in monitoring and surveillance and advising
the Governments on the effectiveness of pro
grams and other measures called for in the
Agreement.
The following Section includes the major activities of the Commission in the Great Lakes
Basin during 1980.

Great Lakes

w.______._._.

he Commission met in Toronto,
Ontario in November to receive
a status report on the health of the
Great Lakes ecosystem from its two
principal advisors under the Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement the
Great Lakes Water Quality Board and
the Science Advisory Board. The
Commission also received an update
on jurisdictional programs organized to
meet the requirements of the Agreement and an assessment of the problem
of hazardous substances in the Great
Lakes Basin.
As has become customary, these re
ports were received at meetings open
to the public. The diversity and complexity of problems facing Govemments in their efforts to restore and
protect the good water quality of the
Great Lakes make it imperative that the
public be kept informed; the Commis
sion will continue in its efforts to alert
the public in both countries about these

matters.

The two major environmental prob-

lems facing the Great Lakes, toxic

substances contamination and accelerated eutrophication, continue to be
whole lake problems in that each
affects all the lakes in varying degrees
of severity and intensity.
Public concern about toxic and
chemical pollution has led to numerous
legislative and programmatic initia

tives among jurisdictions on both sides
of the border. The Water Quality

Board s newly created Toxic Sub
stances Committee is undertaking a
substantive evaluation of relevant leg
islation and current and planned toxic

substance control programs.

Toronto, Ontario. on Lake Ontario, was the
site of the.Commission s 1980 annual
meeting with the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement institutions.
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The evaluation should give a clearer

picture of what progress the Parties to
the Agreement are making in ful lling

their obligations and it should also help

to reveal de ciencies in programs so
that corrective legislative or regulatory

actions can be initiated.

Pollution control efforts in the Great
Lakes ecosystem are far from com-

plete. While levels of some pollutants

have decreased in portions of the Great

Lakes Basin ecosystem, the levels of
other pollutants have remained unchanged or increased during the past
decade. There is evidence that the

Great Lakes ecosystem is responding
to the controls already in place for

some pollutants but such a

nding

should not be interpreted to mean that
all necessary controls have been

implemented.
In particular, the problem of pollutants entering the system via

the at-

mosphere remains a major concern as
does the disposal and discharge of
hazardous wastes; the waste disposal

issue is further complicated by the lack
of public acceptance of the siting of
proper facilities to handle the wastes.
The problem of eutrophication, particularly in the lower lakes, has received special attention since the
signing of the first Agreement in 1972.
There have been many successful results obtained in various areas but the

Water Quality Board has cautioned
that the battle is far from won. There is
still a need for many municipal waste

treatment plants to increase efforts to
meet target ef uent loads.

Increased recreational use of the Great Lakes can be attributed in part to improved water
quality.

Pollution in the Great Lakes Basin

from Land Use Activities

Testing soils in agricultural croplands is

part of an effective non-point source pollution control program.

I

he Commission completed its
principal report on the Reference
on Pollution in the Great Lakes Basin

from Land Use Activities in April. It
pointed out major pollution problems
of toxic and hazardous substances,

sediment and phosphorus, and drain
age from agricultural and urban areas

of the Great Lakes Basin.
The report was based on several
years of comprehensive technical
studies by the Commission s Pollution
from Land Use Activities Reference
Group (PLUARG). Eleven public
hearings were held throughout the

Great Lakes Basin in late 1978 to con-

in.

sider the results of this study.
The PLUARG study began in late

1972 as a result of a Reference received by the Commission at the time
of the signing of the 1972 Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement. The Reference requested the Commission to determine whether the Great Lakes were
being polluted by land drainage from
various land use activities, the extent,
causes and locations of such pollution,
and to recommend practicable remedi
al measures and cost estimates.
The IJC reported that controlling
land drainage pollution will require a
new approach to environmental policy
because control of point source discharges will not be suf cient to meet
water quality objectives. At the same
time, the IJC recommended that ongoing or urgent pollution control
programs should not await the development of the comprehensive management strategy that the Commission
outlined.
Closer coordination between and
within Governments was recommended to overcome gaps and inconsistencies in the many government programs
that affect the actions of the many
individual industries, urban dwellers,

cottagers and farmers contributing to

this type of pollution. Some current
policies, such as certain tax incentives
for example, may actually encourage

such pollution.

The Commission stressed a voluntary approach to remedial action in

improving land use practices, in which
individuals would be encouraged to

adopt better practices by the use of
vigorous public education programs,
technical aid and nancial incentive
programs. Regulation will be needed,
however, if these voluntary efforts fail
or if a particular pollution problem is

critical.

Regulation will be required for the

disposal of toxic and hazardous indus
trial products and wastes, for sediment

Acid Rain

control in urban areas under construction, and to prevent the spreading of
manure on frozen agricultural land

during the winter.
The greatest amount of non-point

source phosphorus reaching the Lakes
comes from agricultural crop lands.
Urban areas are the other major con-

tributor, especially from construction

areas where sediment run-off can carry
large quantities of phosphorus and

other pollutants to the Lakes or their

tributaries. Excessive phosphorus
loads to the Lakes have resulted in excessive growths of algae (eutrophica

tion) and produced degraded water

quality in the Basin. In view of uncertainty concerning phosphorus management strategies, Governments should
exercise caution when approving sewage projects to insure that such projects
will not inhibit later upgrading to accommodate new phosphorus management strategies that may be considered
following the Commission s repOrt on
the matter.
The Commission called for a prohibition of the production, sale, transport
and use of persistent or highly toxic
substances whose use will result in
their entry into the environment. Some
toxic and hazardous materials are declining in water and sh, especially
some persistent pesticides, and control

programs for mercury and PCBs are

beginning to have effects.
Existing programs and facilities for
reducing or disposing of the large
amount of chemical wastes generated

in the Basin by industry have

been

generally inadequate. Monitoring and

controlling disposal sites, public involvement in the selection and adequately controlled and demonstrably

safe disposal sites which are critically

Industrial smokestack emissions are a
Acid rain has become the best
known aspect Of the problems major source of acid rain in the Great Lakes

associated with long-range transport of Basm'

airborne pollutants. When sulphur and
nitrogen oxide emissions to theatmos
phere react with water vapor they can
form sulfurous and nitrous acids. The

resulting acid rain has become a major

environmental problem in large areas
of the world.

The burning of fossil fuels in power
plants and the smelting of ores are

major sources of acid rain. This form

of pollution is one which recognizes no
boundaries and will be particularly dif-

cult to control since the areas which

needed, and programs to reduce wastes are affected by acid rain may be many
at the source were recommended to hundreds of miles from the sources of
the pollution.
Governments by the Commission.
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In a letter to Governments on April
17, the Commission urged both the
United States and Canada to pursue
vigorous domestic initiatives and said
it believes that a potentially very serious problem can be avoided by a cooperative undertaking to protect the
shared environment.
The Commission also advised that
by the application of approaches to
common environmental problems
which Governments have developed
over the years, such as the Great Lakes

Water Quality Agreement and the

adoption of the ecosystem and basin

approaches, Governments can put in

place in a timely manner measures to

control and reduce atmospheric
poHu on.
Parts of the Great Lakes Basin are
now recognized as among some of the
most heavily impacted areas in the
world. The acidity of the open waters

of the Great Lakes themselves is not

expected to be raised signi cantly by
acidic precipitation because the Great
Lakes are large in volume and relatively well buffered. However, the precambrian areas of the Great Lakes
Basin are particularly susceptible to

acidic precipitation because the already

low amounts of neutralizing substances
are quickly depleted by acid rain.

Some parts of the Basin are now sub-

jected to acid rain which is twice as
acidic as that which caused losses of
major fish stocks in thousands of

Scandinavian lakes.

A number of other concerns stem
ming from acidic precipitation have
been identi ed. These include longterm damages and decreased produc-

tivity in forests, which support a major

industry, and the mobilization of
metals from the soils, thereby endan-

gering sh stocks, their suitability for
consumption, and even public water

supplies. The extent to which these
factors affect the Great Lakes Basin,
however, has not yet been established.

In its Seventh Annual Report under

the Great Lakes Water Quality Agree-

ment, the Commission concluded that

the potential for impacts on the Great

Lakes was suf cient to involve the

provision of Article VI of the Agree
ment, and recommended that Govem

ments consult on appropriate action to
substantially reduce atmospheric emissions of sulphur and nitrogen oxides
from existing as well as new sources.
Governments were urged to consider
not only short-term economic goals but
also the long term costs to society in
both countries of not controlling acid
rain and other air pollution problems.
The Commission was pleased to
note the signing in 1980 by the Governments of Canada and the United

States of a Memorandum of Intent to

work toward a formal treaty to control

transboundary air pollution.

Late in the year, Canada passed an
amendment to its Clean Air Act. The
amendment grants to the US. rights
similar to those afforded Canada by the
US. Clean Air Act.

5' :44.
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The Commission, in a letter to

Governments on May 8, 1980,
advised the Canadian and United
States Governments to take steps to ensure that existing regulatory processes
in both countries will prevent the discharge of toxic and hazardous substances resulting in violation of the
water quality objectives of the Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement.
The Commission speci cally cited
planned discharges of treated industrial
chemical wastes into the Niagara River
at Porter, NY. by SCA Chemical

to

Niagara River
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Toxic discharges into the Niagara River
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and phenols. A number of remedial
programs have not been completed in
the lower Niagara. Even though most

discharges met the requirements of
their relevant agencies for discharging
into the Niagara River, further remedi
al programs will be required to adequately address pollution problems in

this region.

In its letter, the Commission also

asked the Governments to determine if
the permit system and other regulatory

Waste Services, Inc. The Commission

processes take into account the existing
water quality objectives of the Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement, the

tional discharges of chemical wastes

of discharges into the Great Lakes
Basin ecosystem, and the possible use

acted following expressions of concern
by area residents of the planned addi-

cumulative effects of multiple sources

into the river, which already was re-

of non waste technology so that both
countries will comply with the require-

ceiving discharges from a number of
industries on the United States and
Canadian sides of the river.
Both the upper and lower Niagara
River were cited as problem areas by

the Water Quality Board because of

violation of the speci c objectives in

the Agreement for coliforrn bacteria

ment in the Agreement for the prohibi
tion or virtual elimination of persistent
chemical discharges likely to be toxic.

The Commission began drafting a
special report to Governments on the
Niagara in December.

were the subject of a special Commission
report to Governments.

Phosphorus Management
Strategies Task Force

zo
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he Commission received the report of its Phosphorus Management Strategies Task Force and held
subsequent public hearings in November at Windsor, Ontario and Buffalo,
New York. The Commission is scheduled to submit a report to Governments

in early 1981. The Commission s report is intended to assist Governments

in their deliberations on new phosphorus loading objectives and man
agement strategies to achieve these
objectives for the Great Lakes under
the 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement.

The report,

Phosphorus Manage-

ment for the Great Lakes, summarizes the results of the- two-year study
by this bi-national group of scientists,
engineers and other experts in various
aspects of phosphorus management.
The Task Force was formed by the
Commission to address some of the un
answered questions conceming Great

Lakes phosphorus inputs, loading 0b

jectives and other items left unresolved

by the Pollution Land Use Activities
Reference Group (PLUARG), as well
as to attempt to assess the environ-

Effective phosphorus management works

to enhance the quality of sport fishery

resources.

mental, economic and social trade offs
between alternative phosphorus control
strategies so that all effective avenues

of phosphorus control can be consid-

ered and used where appropriate.
The 1978 Agreement left open a nal decision on phosphorus loads until
May 1980. This deadline-was subsequently postponed by the two Govemments until after the completion of the
Task Force Report and the report of the

Commission.

The Task Force recommended that

additional phosphorus removal should
be implemented, as a matter of priority, for those lake portions and near
shore areas which clearly exhibit

severe eutrophication problems, such

as Saginaw Bay in Lake Huron, the
western basin of Lake Erie, and the

Bay of Quinte in Lake Ontario.

Major recommendations by the Task
Force included:

All municipal wastewater treatment

plants discharging in excess of
3,800 cubic meters per day (m3/d),
equal to one million gallons per day

Great Lakes Levels

Advisory Board
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(l MGD) in the Great Lakes Basin
should as rapidly as possible be
operated so that the total phosphorus
concentrations in their ef uents will
not exceed 1.0 milligrams per liter

(mg/L).

Municipal wastewater treatment facilities in the lower Lakes basin
capable of achieving ef uent con
centrations below 1.0 mg/L total
phosphorus without major additional

expense should be indenti ed and

he International Great Lakes
Levels Advisory Board, estab
lished in 1979, consists of private
citizens as well as government of cials
who have worked together to develop a
long range operating plan to respond to
citizen requests for direct involvement
in the lake level regulation process.
The Board initiated a series of public
meetings in the Basin to determine

speci c issues of public concern.

The Board s tentative operating plan
calls for public meetings to solicit

operated to do so as rapidly as

comments on the matters of water sup-

All future municipal wastewater

were held in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,

possible.

treatment facilities should be de

signed so as to achieve ef uent
phosphorus concentrations in the

orderof0.1-0.5 mg/L.

plies, levels and ows of the Great
Lakes. During 1980, public meetings
and in Duluth, Minnesota.
The Board will advise the Commis
sion on the effect of various programs
on lake levels and ows. This may
include the effect of new structures,

Laws and regulations to control the
phosphorus content of detergents in
the Basin should be retained and
extended to include those portions of
Pennsylvania and Ohio lying within
the Basin.

structural alterations, land ll, shore-

Governments should initiate a tech
nology development and demonstra
tion program for alternative and
innovative treatment technologies to
identify reliable and cost-effective

The Board also is preparing recommendations on practical methods of
further increasing public awareness of,
and involvement in, all issues relating
to Great Lakes supplies, levels and

programs to achieve ef uent total

phosphorus concentrations down to

0.1 mg/L.

Land application of wastewaters
should be utilized wherever possible

and feasible.

Studies should be initiated to quan-

tify the reductions in toxic and
hazardous substances that occur
concurrent in phosphorus removal

programs.

line development and dredging for
navigation or other purposes, proposed

programs of winter ice management

for navigation or other purposes, potentially signi cant modi cation activities, and other activities.

ows. A report to the Commission is
expected in late 1981.

To determine the public s awareness
of these matters, the Board mailed a
questionnaire in August to 11,000
individuals, organizations and govemments on both sides of the boundary. It
is expected the responses to the ques

tionnaire will be assessed in early 1981

and a program will be developed to
meet the information needs indicated
by those responses.

Riparian interests such as those of this
Georgian Bay island are a key concern of
effective lake levels management.

Niagara River
Ice Boom
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Fag" he International Joint Commis-

sion in October approved annual
installation of the Niagara River ice
boom through the spring of 1985, after
it had concluded a series of public

hearings and has assessed the possible
impact of the retention of the ice boom

on air temperatures in the area. In its

Order, the Cormnission set an annual

The Niagara ice boom, placed each winter
at the head of the Niagara River, prevents
costly ice runs.

opening date of no later than April 1,
allowing that it may set a later opening
date if in its judgment the requisite
conditions set forth in guidelines de
veloped by its International Niagara
Board of Control and approved by the
Commission are not met.
The ice boom has been installed by
Ontario Hydro and the Power Authority of the State of New York (PASNY)
at the head of the Niagara River near
Buffalo each winter since 1965 to accelerate the formation of the natural ice
arch and to reduce ice runs into the
river. The ice boom consists of a series
of oating timbers anchored to the
bottom of the river by steel cables. It
1..

helps prevent excessive

ows of ice

from entering the Niagara River and
damaging downstream shore property
and creating ice jams which lead to the
loss of hydrogeneration at the major
downstream power plants. Buffalo
residents have claimed that the ice
boom causes longer, more severe

winters in the area.
The Commission s Order also di
rected its International Niagara Board
of Control to develop a program to
monitor weather conditions in the
Buffalo area, including an analysis of
present waterfront temperature data.

The Applicants, PASNY and Ontario
Hydro, will fund the program.

The IJC concluded that the available

data indicates that the ice boom does
not appear to have a signi cant in uence on Buffalo weather but added that
it expects uncertainty regarding effects
of the ice boom to remain until all

subsequently received data have been

reviewed and the planned monitoring
program is completed.

International

Lake Superior

T he International Technical Information Network Board was established by the Commission in

Despite widely varying weather Breaking free of ice on the St. Marys River

system for collecting water supply data
required for Great Lakes level and flow

throughout the year, water levels for
Lake Superior were maintained within
ranges speci ed under Regulation Plan

Technical Information
Network Board

February to recommend an improved
regulation. Improved data collection

was requested by the Governments
when the Commission was asked to
appoint its Great Lakes Levels Advisory Board.
The board will study the existing
data collection network, identify unmet
data needs, analyze collection methodology and determine the adequacy of
hardware used to collect the data.
The Commission approved the
Board s Plan of Study in August. The
Board began contacting other IJC
Boards and government agencies solic-

iting an outline of their present and

future hydrometeorological data needs.
Work is also proceeding on the studies
dealing with the hydrological aspects

of the Basin, the hydraulics of the sys-

tem, and systems integration and the
bene ts which may be derived from an

improved network.

patterns which produced above
average and below average precipita-

tion on the basins of the Upper Lakes

1977.

This is the new plan implemented

late in 1979; the Commission s 1914
Orders of Approval were amended to
permit regulating the levels of Lake

Superior within a speci ed range to
keep the levels of Lake Superior and
Lakes Michigan/Huron at the same
relative position in relation to their

mean levels.
Water supplies to Lake Superior
were below normal over the rst half

of the year and above normal in

August. Supplies to Lakes Michigan/
Huron were above normal except for
the months of March and May. At the

end of the summer, Lake Superior and
Lakes Michigan/Huron were lower
than they had been the previous
summer. At year s end they continued
to be lower than at the end of 1979.
Monthly progress reports regarding
stage one construction for the rede-

velopment of the Great Lakes Power
Corporation hydro-electric facilities at

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario have been
provided to the Commission and its
control board. Approval for this project
was given by the Commission in the

fall of 1978 and stage one (construction

of a new power plant) is proceeding

ahead of schedule.

Some water is being pre discharged

from Lake Superior in anticipation of
the temporary closing of the Canadian
power canal in the fall of 1981. This

closing will be required for stage two,
the removal of the old power generating station. Such a closure will shut off
one of the outlets from Lake Superior

near Sault Ste. Marie aids winter naviga
tion between Lake Superior and Lake
Huron.

i

Lake Erie
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for a nine-month period; it is thus As the year drew to a close, the
necessary to release extra water prior
Commission s International Lake

to the closure to compensate for the
reduction in discharge capacity during
closure.
The International Lake Superior
Board of Control expects to receive
from the Company the stage two cof-

ferdam plan and specifications for

review by the Commission early in
1981. All water quality parameters
measured to date have been within the
recommended tolerance limits.
Non-destructive testing on the US.
portion of the compensating works
have been completed. As the year
drew to a close, the Great Lakes Power

Erie Regulation Study Board was

preparing its final report to the UC.
Preliminary ndings of the Board s

study have clearly established that

lowering the high water levels of Lake
Erie is not economically justi able.

The cost of the regulatory works,
coupled with the projected losses to
navigation and power interests far outweigh any bene ts projected for other

interests. The Board delivered this

message to those who attended special
public meetings at seven locations in

Canada and the United States in October and November.
The meetings were held to inform
the public about preliminary results of

Corporation was developing an appropriate testing program for the Canadian
section at the Commission s direction. the study. The meetings also provided
These tests, to determine the structural people with the opportunity to familiarstability, will be reviewed by the Board ize themselves with the subjects being
for approval by the Commission before

the Company proceeds with the testing.

Under the Orders of Approval, the
power companies are responsible for
maintaining the compensating works.
A long term inspection and maintenance program is being prepared for

the Board by an international technical

studied and to express their views.
The studies were undertaken after

the Commission received a Reference
in 1977 asking it to determine the

possibilities for limited regulation of
Lake Erie and the consequent effects
throughout the Great Lakes Basin and

the St. Lawrence River Basin.

team composed of representatives of
The lowering of Lake Erie would be
the US. Army Corps of Engineers, the achieved by increasing its out ow.

Department of Public Works Canada While this could be done without inand the owners of the structure. This creasing the maximum water level of

program will be presented to the Com-

mission for approval early in 1981.

Lake Ontario, it would increase the

frequency and duration of high Lake
Ontario out ows. Additional costs for

excavation and control works in the St.
Lawrence River would appear to be

required to satisfy all criteria and other
requirements for the current regulation
of Lake Ontario.

A series of Lake Erie regulation
plans was developed, together with the
necessary Niagara regulatory works
that would be required. The possibility

%

Diversions and

Consumptive Uses
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of changing Lake Ontario regulation

procedures was also explored.
As expected, limited Lake Erie regulation would bring about some bene
ts to the coastal zone and recreational
beach interests. This bene t would
result from the reduction in ood and
erosion damages and the increase in
beach area as a result of lowering lake
levels. However, losses to commercial

navigation and recreational boating
would occur because of the reduced
depth. There would also be net losses

to hydro electric power.
When preparing its

nal report to

the Commission, the Board will take

into consideration the opinions ex
pressed by members of the public at its

informational meetings. The meetings

were held at Windsor, Ontario; Detroit, Michigan; Toledo, Ohio; Euclid,

Ohio; Montreal, Quebec; Toronto,
Ontario and Buffalo, New York.
A summary of the meetings together
with the opinions expressed by those
attending will be included in the
Board s nal report, slated for delivery
to the Commission early in 1981. As is
the usual custom, this report will be
made available to the public and public
hearings will be held before the Com
mission reports to Governments.

T he Commission was asked in
1977 to study and report on the

effects of existing and proposed diver-

sions within, into or out of the Great
Lakes Basin, and the effects of con

sumptive uses on Great Lakes water
levels and ows. The Board is slated to
have a report ready for the Commis-

sion and for public distribution by the

summer of 1981. The nal drafts of
several sections were well advanced at

the end of 1980.
Progress on this Reference by the

Commission s Board is largely dependent on progress in the study of The
Possibilities of Limited Regulation of
Lake Erie and on the study program
concerned with increased out ows
through the Lake Michigan diversion

at Chicago.

The International Great Lakes Di
versions and Consumptive Uses Study
Board is working closely with these
two groups and all three groups are

keeping closely informed about the
studies and ndings of each group. For

example, papers describing the eco-

Michigan-Ontario
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nomic methodologies being used by
the International Lake Erie Regulation
Study Board were received by the Diversions Board along with economic
evaluations of the coastal zone, navigation and power interests of five

management scenarios.

Efforts are being made to keep the
public informed about the activities of
the Board. Four newsletters have been
distributed and six public workshops
have been held at two Canadian and
three United States locations.
The consumptive uses portion of the
study was essentially completed before
year s end and the hydrological effects

of consumptive uses, along with high
and low estimates, were evaluated by
the study board. The Board also com-

pleted a review of published literature
dealing with sheries on the Great
Lakes and their associated animal
populations.

The balance of the environmental

evaluation of the management scenario
which would have the greatest impact
on the system is being conducted by
the Lake Erie Study Board.

I

he International Joint Commis-

sion was asked in 1975 to exam-

ine into and report on a continuing

basis the state of air quality in the De-

troit-Windsor and Port Huron-Samia

areas, with particular regard to pro-

grams carried out under a Memorandum of Understanding signed by the
Province of Ontario and the State of
Michigan in 1974. The Michigan-

Ontario Air Pollution Board, estab-

lished by the Commission to assist in
this, reports twice a year to the
Commission.

FolloWing substantial declines in

suspended particulate emissions and
concentrations in the air between 1972
and 1976, changes have generally been

marginal and

uctuating in direction

from year to year. The causes of these

uctuations, e.g. weather, economic
activity changes or normal statistical

variation, have not been precisely
determined. Despite the overall downward trend in suspended particulate
concentrations since

1972, the one-

hour and 24 hour UC objectives con
tinue to be exceeded, and they are
unlikely to be achieved with existing
point source control programs.
Michigan continues to conduct additional studies to identify the causes of
high levels of suspended particulates
and provide for the development of
appropriate control strategies. A large
part of the problem lies in the control
of fugutive dust from sources such
as roads, open fields and storage piles
which contribute substantial amounts

of particulates to the air. New regula-

tions in this direction have recently

been put into force. In addition, the
State has adopted revisions to existing

emission limits to reflect the application of reasonably available control
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technology. Emission reductions are
expected to result, especially from
spreader stoker coal- red boilers of
industrial or utility size.
Sulphur dioxide emissions have

fallen to one third of their 1971 levels.

The air quality objectives for sulphur

dioxide were generally met in 197980, except in Lambton County,

Ontario where a planned new control

strategy was still not in place by the
end of 1980. It is expected to control
the problem, however, when imple-

mented in 1981.
Nitrogen dioxide concentrations ex
ceed neither the Ontario criterion nor
the US. standard. However, oxides of
nitrogen as well as hydrocarbons are
precursors to the atmospheric forma
tion of ozone, and the health and

welfare criteria of both countries for
ozone were exceeded in the Reference
area. This is part of a problem that is
much larger in geographical area, since
high ozone levels occur through much

of eastern North America and the
sources of the pollutant are largely far
distant but cumulative as air masses

move over long distances. Localized
peaking does occur, however, so that
controls in the local area are needed.
Impacts include respiratory and eye irritation, decreased visibility, damages
to sensitive crops and other vegetation,
and to substances such as rubber.
The Commission continues to believe that common air quality objec-

tives along the international boundary

are desirable so that comparable data

and consistent policy will be possible
in both countries. It recognizes, how-

ever, that long-term progress in meet-

ing ambient air quality goals could

depend on accomplishing emission

reductions over a broader geographical

region. The Michigan-Ontario Board

will report to the Commission in the
future on the monitoring of trends in
ozone and on emissions in the area of
the oxides which cause ozone
problems.
The various jurisdictions in the area,
as represented by the MichiganOntario Transboundary Air Pollution

Committee, have developed a proce

dure for notifying concerned of cials
on both sides of the boundary about
accidental spills of hazardous substances. The Board s recommendation
that this be expanded to include pipe
lines, trucking and shipping companies
has not been fully implemented. The
Committee is expanding the contingency plan to ensure that noti cation
of any accidental radiation release

from the nuclear power plant under

construction in Monroe County will be

given to all relevant agencies on both
sides of the border.
The Commission has drawn the attention of Governments to a number of
emerging issues related to, but not

speci cally included in, the original

Reference. In addition to the ozone
problem, the issues of the long range

impacts of air pollutants, and of the
amount, sources and transboundary

ows of toxic substances in the air,
both merit further attention. The Com-

mission has recommended a revision
and renewal of the commitment of the

1974 Michigan-Ontario Memorandum
of Understanding which was signed
before many recent developments in
the understanding of air pollution prob
lems. The 1974 Memorandum had a

December 1978 target date which
passed without the achievement of all
the IJC objectives.

ALONG THE BORDER
The common boundary between the United States

and Canada includes more than 5,500 miles from the
Atlantic to the Paci c Oceans. In addition to the
work on the Great Lakes, the International Joint

Commission is responsible for boundary water issues
across the entire continent, including the boundary
between the State of Alaska and Canada.

This section includes the major projects the Commission dealt with outside of the Great Lakes area during

1980.

Souris-Red Rivers

Lake Ontario and

St. Lawrence River
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T he International Souris Red Rivers Engineering Board reported
to the Commission in 1980 its ndings
of the economic and environmental

impacts and mitigation alternatives for

the planned Burlington Dam on the
Souris River in North Dakota.
Construction of the darn was recom
mended initially by the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers in 1969 to relieve

ooding of the Souris River in North
Dakota. After the original construction

plan was redesigned in 1976, the

Board reviewed the project and re
ported to the Commission. In response

to the Commission s economic, en-

vironmental and mitigation questions,
the Board appointed a Burlington Dam

Task Force to conduct a study, which

was completed in June 1979.

The Board reported to the Commis-

sion that, during high water periods,

the dam and reservoir would: have
adverse impacts on farm land in

Saskatchewan; benefit some land-

owners in Manitoba but cause damage
to property in Melita and Lauder; have
negligible environmental impacts on
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, but pos

sibly permit carp to become established in the Souris River systemand

impact on the effectiveness of wildlife
refuges for duck production.

The Board recommended that structural mitigation measures be rejected
because of high cost and possible
environmental impact, that the Gov-

ernments negotiate a non-structural

agreement for mitigation, and a joint
U.S. Canada program be developed to
prevent carp infestation of the Souris
River wildlife refuges in both countries.
The IJC is reviewing the Board s
report and, following its appropriate
procedures, will provide advice to

Governments.

At the request of the Commission,
the International St. Lawrence

River Board of Control updated a 1975

report of its working committee on

studies to improve the regulation of
Lake Ontario. The report included an
assessment of the relative costs and
bene ts of alternative regulation plans
using the economic data being devel
oped by the Lake Erie Regulation
Study Board.
The Board reported that the analysis
reinforces the conclusions of the main
report and supports the recommenda
tion that Plan l958-D with operational
discretion be continued as the plan of
regulation for Lake Ontario.
Water supplies to Lake Ontario were
well above normal. However, flow

deviations from regulation Plan 1958D were eliminated by the end of
August. No ow deviations were re
quired during the spring run-off in the
Ottawa River.
The St. Lawrence Seaway opened

for shipping on March 24, the earliest

opening on record. This was due to the
unusually mild winter of 1980. The ice
season lasted only 61 days, the shortest

since 1960. The Seaway closed on
December 19.

+

Poplar
Champlain/Richelieu

Skagit River
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hroughout 1980 the Commission
held several meetings and devoted a great deal of time drafting two

reports for governments which have
proven to be particularly complex and
difficult.

One report will deal with the question of whether it is possible to regulate
water levels in the Richelieu River in
Quebec and Lake Champlain in New

York and Vermont to diminish ooding of farmland without adverse en-

vironmental consequences. The second

report deals with the water quality of
the Poplar River in Saskatchewan and
Montana and the implications of a
power plant and its ancillary works,
including coal mining, on that water

quality.

Both reports were in late drafting
stages as 1980 drew to a close and the

Commission had scheduled meetings
for early in the new year to conclude

the work on each project. Common to
each report is the intensity of feeling

held by various citizens and agencies

on the subject in question. Given these

intense feelings, the Commission has
exhaustively considered all available
information.

I n August, the Commission re-

ceived a request from the Prov
ince of British Columbia asking the

IJC to annul or rescind the Commis-

sion s 1942 Order of Approval which
authorized the raising, by stages, of the
natural level of the Skagit River at the
international boundary to an elevation
of 1725 feet above mean sea level; the
Commission was also asked to declare
invalid a 1967 agreement between the

City of Seattle and the Province

of

British Columbia regarding compensa-

tion for damages in Canada resulting
from such action.
The Commission placed a series of
notices in newspapers in both countries
announcing that it wished to receive
comments from governments and in-

terested parties in response to the
request from the Province.
Close to 500 responses were re

ceived by the Commission. All comments by governments andothers were
forwarded to the Province of British
COlurpbla

1 lat? December

and_the The St. Lawrence River connects United

Provmce was mVlted to Smelt 3 States and Canadian inland waters with

Statement of Reply within 30 days.

worldwide ocean commerce.
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IJC List of International Projects 1912-1980

Under the Boundary Waters Treaty and other international arrangements, the
UC generally receives its projects
(1) by Applications to it for approval of certain activities on boundary or
trans-boundary waters, or
(2) by referral to it by the US. and/or Canadian Governments to make
investigations (References).
0 A or R on the chart indicates Application or Reference.
0 The year refers to the date the Application or Reference was submitted to the
IJC.
o The [JC Document number is the of cial identi cation number for the
purpose of keeping track of the projects.

Numerical Index and Capsule of IJC Documents
Docket No.
1912

3

Title

Action

1A

Rainy River Improvement Co.

Dlsrnissed as covered by a

2A

Watrous Island Boom Co.
Boom in Rainy River

Approved. No Board

Kettle Falls Dam

special agreement. "

3R

Lake of the Woods Levels

4R

Pollution of Boundary Waters

Completed. Recommendations
not implemented.

5 R

Livingstone Channel
Detroit River

Completed. Recommendations
implemented.

6A

Michigan Northern Power Co.
St. Mary s River Dam (with No. 8)

Approved. First Board of Control.
Active board.

7 A

Greater Winnipeg Water District

Approved. No board.

100 mgd from Shoal Lake for

Completed. Resulted in the 1925

Convention. Active Board.

Winnipeg water supply

8A
4

1 9 16

Algoma Steel Corporation

Approved. Active board.

St. Mary and Milk Rivers

Issued Order in 1921 on method of

10 A

The St. Croix Water & Power Co.
Grand Falls Dam (with No. l 1)

Same structure. Approved in 1915.
Amended in 193 l Docket 28.
Active Board.

11 A

Sprague s Falls Mfg. Co.
Grand Falls Dam (with No. 10)

12 A

International Lumber Co.
Boom in Rainy River

Approved. No board.

13 A

St. Clair River Channel

Approved dredging. No board.
Compensating works not constructed.

9R

St. Mary s River Dam (with No. 6)

Article VI of B .W. Treaty

water measurement and apportionment.

1
1

1

1
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Title

Action

14 A

New York and Ontario Power Co.
Waddington Weir

Decision postponed. Now inundated
by St. Lawrence Power.

15 A

St. Lawrence River & Power Co.
Massena Weir

Approved. Board established.
Works removed prior to St.
Lawrence Power Project.

16 A

Canadian Cottons Ltd.
Milltown Dam on St. Croix River

Withdrawn in 1919.
I

St. Lawrence River Navigation

Completed. Treaty drafted in 1932.

Docket No.

17 R

US. Senate did not ratify it.
Revived in Docket 68.

3

18 A

State of Maine Fishways
Fishway in St. Croix River

Approved. No board.

5

19 A

New Brunswick Electric Power
Commission
Grand Falls Dam on St. John River

Approved without passing on the issue
of downstream bene ts. No board.

20 R

Rainy Lake Levels

Completed. Led to Convention of 1928.
Active Board. See Docket 50.

21 A

Buffalo and Fort Erie Public Bridge Co.
Bridge over Niagara River

Approved. No board.

22 A

.

and Power

1931

St. John River & Power Co.

Approved transfer of approval

Grand Falls Dam on St. John River

granted under Docket 19.

23 A

Creston Reclamation Co. Ltd.

Approved. No board.

24 A

St. Lawrence River & Power Co.
Raise Massena Weir

No action. Hearing adjourned
sine die. " Now inundated by
St. Lawrence Power Project.

25 R

Trail Smelter Fumes

Completed. Report not accepted by
US. The tribunal award similar to UC.

Dyking on Kootenay River in
Canada and above the Lake

26 R

Roseau River Drainage

Completed.

27 A

West Kootenay Power & Light
C0. , Ltd.
Kootenay Lake Storage

Withdrawn in 1934.

28 A

St. Croix Water Power Co. , and
Sprague s Falls Mfg. Co.
Grand Falls Dam on St. Croix River

Approved raising forebay 1.5 feet.
Active board. Initial approval in
Dockets 10 & l 1.

Kootenay Valley Power and

Approved. No board.

29 A

Development Co.

Dyking on Kootenay River in
Canada near Creston

30

Docket number assigned in error

same as above

31 A

Madawaska Company
Grand Falls Dam on St. John River

Denied. Related to claims pursuant
to operation under Dockets 10 & 22.

32 A

Candadian Cottons Ltd.

Approved. Active Board

Milltown Dam on St. Croix River
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Docket No.

Title

Action

Jean Lariviere
Private small dam on Little St.
John Lake
Brunet, P.C.
.
Dyking on Kootenay River in Canada

Approved. No board.

35 A

Montana Conservation Board
Dam on East Fork of Poplar River

Approved. Dam not built. No board.

36 A

Myrum, Geo. B.
Repair of Prairie Portage Dam

Approved. Repair work on existing
timber dam not implemented.

37 R

Champlain Waterway
Deep waterway from St. Lawrence
to Hudson River

Completed. Recommended new study
after St. Lawrence Seaway built.

38 A

Richelieu River Remedial Works

Approved. Only control gates installed.
Dykes and excavation not implemented.
Active board.

39 A

West Kootenay Power & Light Co., Ltd,

Approved. Active board.

33 A

34 A

Corra Linn Dam for Kootenay

Approved. No board.

Lake Storage

1
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40 A

United States Forest Service
Prairie Portage Dam

Approval granted to reconstruct dam.
Only cofferdam built. Active board.

41 R

Souris River
Water apportionment

Governments approved interim
measures recommended by IJC.
Active Board of Control.

42 A

Creston Reclamation Co. , Ltd.

Dykes along Kootenay River in Canada

Approval settled outstanding

differences. No board. Initial approval
under Docket 23.

43 A

West Kootenay Power & Light Co. , Ltd.

Approved for one year. Active board.

44 A

Grand Coulee Dam & Reservoir
Backwater raised water level in Canada

Approved. Active board.

45 A

West Kootenay Power & Light Co. , Ltd.
Additional two feet of storage on
Kootenay Lake

Informal request considered to be
unnecessary application.

46 A

City of Seattle
Ross Dam, Skagit River

Approved. Board established when
Seattle & B.C. reached agreement

47 A

Additional two feet of storage on
Kootenay Lake

West Kootenay Power & Light Co. , Ltd.

in 1967.

Approved until end of the war.

Additional two feet of storage on
Kootenay Lake

Active board.

48 A

Creston Reclamation Co. , Ltd.
Reclamation of ooded lands in
Duck Lake

Approved. No board.

49 A

State of Washington
Zosel Darn at outlet of Osoyoos Lake

Approved. Active board.

Docket No.

Title

Action

50 R

Rainy Lake Watershed
Emergency conditions in Rainy and
Namakan Lakes. Special jurisdiction
under Convention of 1928.

Completed. Issued and subsequently
modi ed Orders specifying rule
curves. Active board. See Docket 20.

51 R

Columbia River

52 A

Ontario & Minnesota Pulp & Paper Co.
Ash Rapids Dam in Lake of the Woods

Approved but not built. Lake of the
Woods Board of Control to supervise.

53 R

Sage Creek
Appropriation of waters

Completed. No action by Governments.

54 R

Pollution of St. Clair River,
Lake St. Clair and Detroit River
and St. Mary s River

Completed. Surveillance over water
quality until Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement signed in 1972.

55 R

Pollution of Niagara River

Completed. Surveillance until Great

56 R

Northern States Power Co.
Number assigned in error

Dealt with under Docket 41.

57 R

Water-ton & Belly Rivers
Further uses and apportionment
of waters

Studies completed. IJC divided on
national lines. Only Canadians
reported.

58 R

Souris & Red Rivers
Further uses and apportionment
of waters.

Completed. Board still reports on its
umbrella activities.

59 A

West Kootenay Power Co. , Ltd.
Additional two feet of storage on
Kootenay Lake

Approved for four years. Active board.

60 R

Passamaquoddy Tidal Power

Completed. Government accepted
Apportionment of costs of further
studies.

61 R

Air Pollution in Windsor-Detroit area
from vessels

Completed. Surveillance activities
terminated in 1966.

Creston Reclamation Co. , Ltd.

Approved. Active board.

63 R

St. John River
Water resources of the basin above
Grand Falls

Completed.

64 R

Niagara Falls Preservation and

Completed and accepted by

65 A

Libby Dam and Reservoir

Withdrawn

66 A

Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co.
Waneta Dam on Pend Oreille River

Approved. No board.

67 R

Lake Ontario Levels

68 A

St. Lawrence Power

Completed. Led to Columbia

River Treaty.

Lakes Water Quality Agreement signed

in 1972.

62 A

1

Levels of Duck Lake

enhancement of their beauty

Governments.

Completed. Studies concurrent with

Application under Docket 68.

Approved. Active board.

A.

.
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Docket No.

4

69 A

Title

Libby Dam and Reservoir

Action

No decision. Problem solved by

We ll _.

kn' nfu

.21 f

Columbia River Treaty.
70 A

5

71 R
72 R

73 R
74 R

Creston Reclamation Co. , Ltd.
Modi cation of 1950 Order on
Duck Lake

St. Croix River

76 R

active surveillance.

Passamaquoddy Tidal Power

Completed.

Rainy River and Lake of the

Completed. Rainy River still under

Woods Pollution

active surveillance.

Additional Remedial Works above

Completed. Studies led to application

Hydro Electric Power Co. of Ontario
and Power Authority State of New York
Remedial Works above Niagara Falls

Approved. Active board.

Pembina River

under Docket 75.

Completed. Recommendations not

Cooperative development of water

acted upon.

77 R

Champlain Waterway
Commercial navigation

Completed.

78 A

pASNY
Shoal Removal. Niagara Falls

Approved. Active board.

79 A

Lake Erie Niagara River Ice Boom

Approved. Active board.

80 A

Vanceboro Dam

Approved. Active board.

8| R

Red River Pollution

Completed. Active surveillance.

82 R

Great Lakes Levels

Completed. Governments acted on
recommendations.

83 R

Pollution of Lower Great Lakes

Completed. Led to signing of Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement
in 1972.

Cominco

Approved for one season. Active board.

85 R

Air Pollution
In Detroit-St. Clair River areas

Completed. General observation
along rest of boundary by the
International Air Pollution Advisory
Board.

86 R

American Falls, Niagara River

Completed.

87 A

Forest City Dam
On St. Croix River

Approved. Order void because
applicant did not agree to conditions.

88 A

Raisin River

Approved. Active board.

resources

4

Completed. Pollution aspect still under

Use, conservation and regulation

Niagara Falls

75 A

Approved. Active board.

84 A

Two feet additional storage on
Kootenay Lake

Diversion from St. Lawrence River

39
Docket No.

1

12

Title

Action

89 A

Metropolitan Corporation of
Greater Winnipeg
Diversion from Shoal Lake of
water for domestic purposes

IJC action deferred at
applicant s request.

90 A

Creston Valley Wildlife
Management Area
Duck Lake Levels

Approved. Active board.

Skagit River

Completed.

92 R

Point Roberts
Social problems of residents

IJC work under the Reference
of cially terminated in 1977.

93 A

Cominco
Kootenay Lake Storage

Withdrawn.

91 R

94 R

Pollution of Upper Great Lakes

Completed.

95 R

Pollution of Great Lakes from
Land Use Activities

Completed.

96 R

St. John River Water Quality

Completed.

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement

Superseded by 1978 Agreement.

200 R
3

5

7

1978

Environmental consequences of ooding

97 A

US. Dept. of State Emergency

No formal action taken on

Regulation of Lake Superior

Application. Issues raised in

98 R

RiChCIiCu-Champlain
Regl ation

Board studies completed. Commission
preparing report to Governments.

99 R

Air Quality

Application dealt with on interim
emergency basis under Dockets 6 and 8.

Commission reports annually to

Governments on Michigan Ontario
Air Pollution.

100 A

Toussaint-Causeway

Application approved.

101 R

Garrison Diversion Project

Board studies completed. Commission
reported to Governments.

102 A

Flood Control Works
Richelieu River

Consideration deferred. Awaiting
action under Docket 98.

103 R

Lake Erie Regulation

Studies underway.

104 R

Great Lakes Diversions and

Studies underway.

105 R

Great Lakes Technical

Board established.

106 R

Great Lakes Levels Advisory Board

Studies underway.

107 R

Poplar River Water Quality

Board studies completed. Commission
preparing report to Governments.

200 R

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement
(revised)

Active monitoring and surveillance:
reports annually to Governments.

Consumptive Uses

Information Network

2 Fiscal Support Data
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>

[1.8. Secretariat

Great Lakes

WASHINGTON

Man Years

Expenditures'

4

128,500 __._ 1971
166,000 __ 1972

8

9

9
9
10
15
15
15
15

.

Man Years

_.

369,000 __ 1975

__ 400,000

476,000
429,000
518,000
669,000
1,093,000
1,077,000
1,158,000

.

1974

__
__
___
__
__
__
__

j

:

Expenditures'

.

Fiscal Year

14

504,000 __ 1973-74

? * V-

Expenditures

2

.4

4.2

11
10
10
10
10
10
10

Man Years

_ 1971-72

451,000 __ 1972 73

873,500 __ 1974-75

__ 1975-76

__

206,000

__

742,000

__

8

20

_ 924,000
__ 1,070,000

23
23

1,230,000

24
23
23
23

738,000 _ 1978-79 __
823,000 __ 1979-80 __
1,083,000 __ 1980 81* __
1,145,000
1981-82**

1,183,000 __ 1976-77
1,022,000 __ 1977-78

4

598,500

21

23
24

22,000

152,000

GMLMRW 0

536,000

20

__

Man Years

1976 _.__ 674,200
1977 _____ 711,000
1978 __ 746,000
1979 *
772,000
1980 __ 732,000
1981* __ 940,000
1982**
940,000

11

1.2

Expenditures'

256,500 ___ 1973
314,000

9

x L;

Fiscal Year

Of ce

WINDSOR

1,191,000
1,137,000
1,247,000
1,447,000

23

23
22
22
23

* Estimated
** Anticipated
'The costs of the Regional Of ce of Windsor, staffed by Canadian and United States
Public Servants, are shared equally between the United States and Canada except for
capital items (furniture and furnishings) which are paid for and retained by Canada.
Each Country pays and recruits its own of cials. The gures above represent salaries
of Canadian professional and support staff and the total operating costs which are

initially paid from Canadian appropriations and then are shared by the United States
equally.
Differences indicated by Regional Of ce totals are caused by differing
between the United States and Canada.

scal years

Canadian expenditures expressed in Canadian dollars; U.S. expenditures in US.
dollars.

[JC Documents 1980
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[JC Reports to Governments
IJC Report 1978 79
Pollution in the Great Lakes Basin From Land Use Activities
Fourth Annual Report on Michigan Ontario Air Pollution
Seventh Annual Report Great Lakes Water Quality

Board Reports to IJC
International Souris Red Rivers Engineering Board
International Lake Erie Regulation Study Board (Interim)

International Great Lakes Diversions and Consumptive Uses Study Board
(Interim)

Great Lakes Water Quality Reports
Great Lakes Science Advisory Board Annual Report and Appendix 1980
Great Lakes Water Quality Board Annual Report and Appendix 1980
Phosphorus Management for the Great Lakes
First Report on the Toxic Substances Committee to the Great Lakes Water
Quality Board 1980
Annual Report of the Committee on the Assessment of Human Health
Effects of Great Lakes Water Quality 1980

Report of the Aquatic Ecosystem Objectives Committee 1980
Health Implications ofNon-NTA Detergent Builders 1980
Ecological Effects of Non-Phosphate Detergent Builders Final Report
on Organic Builders Other than NTA 1980
Great Lakes International Surveillance Plan 1980

4 IJC International Boards

ii

Reports

Board Appearance
Boards of Control

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
As Rq
No
No
No
No
No

SemiSemiAnnual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Apr Oct
Apr Oct
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

Skagit River ( I)

No

Annual

Apr

Lake Champlain (l)yy

Pollution Advisory Boards

2
;
;

When

St. Lawrence River (4)*
Niagara River (2)
Lake Superior ( l)**
St. Croix River ( 1)
Rainy Lake ( l )*
Lake of the Woods ( l )*(x)
Souris River ( 1)
St. Mary Milk Rivers (1)
Kootenay Lake (2)*
Columbia River ( I)

Osoyoos River (2)

{

Frequency

St. Croix River Pollution (3)
Rainy River Pollution (2)
Red River Pollution (2)

No

No

Annual

Annual

Apr

Apr

As Rq
As Rq
As Rq

SemiSemiSemi-

Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct

, .

Great Lakes Water Quality (9)
Great Lakes Science Adv (8)

Yes
Yes

SemiSemi-

Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct

1,
3 '
)

'Investigativw Engineering Boards
Lake Champlain-Richelieu River (5)
Souris and Red Rivers (3)

Yes
No

Monthly
Annual

Oct

Michigan/Ontario Air Pollution (3)

Yes

Semi-

Air Pollution-Boundary (3)

i

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement

1 .

?

.
:

Lake Erie Regulation (4)

Yes

Poplar Water Quality (4)
Tech. Info. Network
Great Lakes Levels Advisory

Yes
Yes
Yes

Great Lakes Diversions and
Consumptive Uses (5)

!

l

Ii

1I
2' 1

i

Yes

Yes

Semi-

Semi-

Semi-

SemiSemiSemi~

Apr-Oct

Apr-Oct

Apr-Oct

Apr-Oct

Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct
Apr-Oct

Notes: (#) Indicates number of American and Canadian Board members. *Regulation

3

Data Submitted weekly. **Regulation Data Submitted monthly. yy Inactive. (x)
Strictly not an IJC Board since created by Convention and appointed by Governments.
(xx) Created by both Governments but reporting to IJC. (As Rq) as required.

5

Directory of Commissioners
and Staff Principals 1980

43

'

United States
Section

Staff
David A. LaRoche, Secretary to the United States Section

Vanessa A. Vuono, Administrative Assistant
Mary Ann Glidden, Secretary

Commissioners

James G. Chandler, Legal Adviser

Robert J. Sugarrnan, Chairman

Verlee Prybyloski, Legal Assistant
Stewart H. Fonda, Engineer Adviser
Mark B. Pape, Engineer Adviser

Charles R. Ross
Jean L. Hennessey
1717 H Street, NW.
Suite 203

Washington, DC.
20440

Julie E. Benezet, Legal Assistant*

Lucille Slaughter, Secretary

Dr. Joel L. Fisher, Environmental Adviser
Dr. Walter Rast, Environmental Adviser
Debbie Jones, Secretary

Michael B. Scanlon, Assistant to Chairman/Public Information Adviser
Mary E. Ford, Public Information Contractor

Frank L. Bevacqua, Administration
Beverly O Rourke, Administrative Assistant
Louise L. Cox, Administrative Officer

Is

Canadian
Section

Commissioners
Stuart M. Hodgson, Chairman

Bernard Beaupré
Jean R. Roy
100 Metcalfe Street
18th Floor
Ottawa, Ontario

KlP 5M1

Staff
Richard H. Millest , Assistant to the Chairman
David G. Chance, Secretary to the Canadian Section
Craig T. Ferguson, Assistant Secretary
Samuel Wex, Legal Adviser

Murray W. Thompson, Chief Engineer

Dr. Murray Clamen, Assistant Chief Engineer
Dr. Andrew L. Hamilton, Senior Environmental Adviser

Geoffrey Thombum, Economist
Walter A. Sargent, Information Of cer
Rudy Koop, Research Of cer

Dorothy Skrypnyk, Secretary

Carmen Rancourt, Secretary
Aubrey J. Murphy, Technical Assistant

Peter Meloche, Finance and Supply Clerk
Cathy Laframboise, Secretary

Beverly Desjardins, Clerk Receptionist

Louise Gauthier, Of ce Manager

Robert Mainville, Registry Clerk

Maurice Duval, Clerk

t a?

Il|

Regional

Office

100 Ouellette Avenue
8th Floor
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 6T3

Regional Office
Robert E. White, Acting Director
Kenneth A. Oakley, Director*
Dr. Martin P. Bratzel, Acting Secretary, Water Quality Board

Kenneth H. Walker, Secretary, Water Quality Board**
Dr. W. R. Drynan, Secretary, Science Advisory Board
Patricia A. Bonner, Information Of cer

*Resigned September 1980

**Retired August 1980
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INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION
REFERENCES AND APPLICATIONS
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KOOTENAY RIVER
27,139.43 West Kootenay Power and Light Co Ltd
45,47,59
Applications
65,69 Libby Dam Applications

23,42,48
Creston Reclamation Co Ltd Applications
62,70
29,30 Kootenay Valley Powerand Development Co
34
84
90
93

P C Bruner Application
Cominco Ltd Application
Duck LakeApplication
Cominco Ltd-

Applications

EJ

RAINY RIVER-LAKE OF THE WOODS
.

1 Rainy River Improvement Co Application
2 Watrous Island Boom Co Application
3 Lake at the Woods Levels
7 Greater Winnipeg Water Dlstrict Application
12 International Lumber Co Application
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StMory and Milk Rivers
Montana Conservation Board Application
Sauris River

57

Waterton and Belly Rivers

53 Sage Creek
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19
22
31
33

SAINT JOHN RIVER
New Brunswick Electric PouerComrnission Application
Saint John River Power Co-Application
Madawoska Co. Application
Jean Lariviere Application

63

SaintJohn River

50,72 Passamaquoddy Tidal Power

Lakes Ontario. Erie
Air Pollutian~Windsor,Detr0it,Sarnia,Port Huron
Upper Great Lakes

5 Land use octiVities in Great Lakes System
96 Saint John River

9;

Lake.

~

POLLUTION REFERENCES

25 Trail Smelter Fumes
54,55 Connecting Channels of the Great Lakes
61 Air Pollution of Windsor- Detroit Area

8

9
35
41

Wrtlum"

._

Ontario and Minnesota Pulpand Paper Co App
Metropolitan Winnipeg Application-

MIDWESTEHN

i

O

United States Forest SerVice Application
Rainy Lake Watershed-Emergency Conditions

58 Souris and Red Rivers
76 Pembino River
101 Garrison DIVEFSIOI I Unit
92 Point Roberts

L

n 5 S A C1. /. .
om Buy

@538

Consolidated Mining and Smeltinq CoAppIication

r

20 Rainy Lake Levels
26 Roseau River Drainage
36 G B Myrum Application

COLUMBIA AND SKAGIT RIVERS

91 Skagit Environment-

,4

1

H U S E TT 5

4

44 Grand Coulee Dam and Reservotr Application
City of Seattle Application
49 State of Washington Application
51 Columbia River

N

/ . _r8

N

Air Quality Detroit/Windsor Port Huron /Sornia

Poplar River Water Quality

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement

5
6

Livingston Channel Detroit River

Michigan Northern Power Co Application

8 Algoma Steel Corporation Ltd.Application
13 St-Clair River Channel Application
97 US Government Application-Emergency
Regulation of Lake Superior

GREAT
LAKES
BASIN
21 Buffalo and Fort Erie Public Bridge (Jo-Application

64 Preservation and Enhancement oI Niagara Falls

74
75
78
79
86
104

Niagara Addinonoi Remedial works
Niagara Remediai works
ngc0
Shoal Removal,Niaqara River
8i PASNY
Niagara ice Boom
Applications
Preservation and Enhancement of Niagara Falls
Great Lakes DiverSIons and consumptive Uses

106

Great Lakes Levels Adwsary Board

105 Great Lakes Technical Information Network

14 NGWYOIR arid Ontario Power CO APDIICGIIOU

15,24 St} Lawrence River Power Co Applications

17 St Lawrence River Navigation and Power
67 Luke onmrio Lewis
53 5" Lowrance Power ADDIICOIIOH
82 Water Levels of the Great Lakes
88 Rms'" FIVE! ADDIICOIIOH
100 Prssa'm CW9 ?!

103 a e Ene Regu'a'w"

RICHELIEU RIVER
37.77 ChamDIDi" WOIEFVIOY

38

ST-CROIX RIVER

>

Richelieu River Remedial Works Application

98 Richelieu-Chomplain_Regulation~
102 Flood Control Works Richelieu River

10.11.23 Sl cmli WOW" Po'el'c iiond'sl mgl e
Falls Manufacturing COAPDIICOIIORS

16,32 Canadian'Cottons-Ltd: Applications
18 State Maine Application

71
80
37

5mm. RN" water 9.5 ?
St~Croix Paper
CoApplicotion
FOIBSI CW ADVIICOIIOH-

